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Criticism of Senate
Hiere has been considerable
controversy this quarter about the
AS Government, its methods and
effectiveness. Much of the
criticism has been directed
specifically at the AS Senate.
Surprisingly though, some of that
criticism has come from two
Senators who have just finished
their terms on the Senate, Mike
Clark and Ken Harper.
Ken Harper spoke to me for
almost an hour about the Senate.
He was perturbed over several
actions by the Senate — in
particular, one that was taken at
the Senate meeting of April 29,
when the Senate heard a request
from the Black Students Union
(BSU) for a request for funds
necessary for a BSU trip to Texas
Southern University. Not enough
Senate members were present to
call the quorum necessary for
action, so the President of the
Senate, Marlin Brown, circulated a
petition to the Senators after the
meeting. Ken Harper claimed that
he was uniformed about the
meeting and its purpose; in fact,
he never knew anything about it
until he read about it two days
later in the Pawprint.
Marlin Brown later tried to
make another transfer of ASB
funds by petition rather than by a
Senate quorum, and this request
was refused by Ken Harper and
Mike Clark, who both felt that the
action should be taken by
quorum. Ken Harper said that, to
the best of his knowledge, such a
petition is illegal, and that any
action must come from standard
parliamentary action in the
Senate.

Marlin Brown then told them
that the Judiciary Committee
should decide the legality of the
petition, but Ken replied that the
Senate ^ould decide the matter,
as the problem originated there in
the first place. Brown later
presented the petition to the
SUSAN LENARZ (left) and Joyce
Senate for proper action.
Ken Harper was distrubed about Allen are ^own with the trophies
this matter, but what disturbed presented by Theta Psi Omega.
him more was the apparent failure
of the Senate's administrators to
inform all of the Senators of every
meeting, or of the outcome of the
meeting for those who could not
attend. The meeting of April 29 is
a case in point. Ken knew nothing
about the meeting, either before
or after it occured. In fact, he is
Joyce Allen, a CSCSB History
still uninformed as to what
major, has been named Theta Psi
happened to the BSU's request.
There are other things about the Omega's senior women of the
Senate that the two Senators are year. Miss Allen, from Riverside,
disturbed about, -ttee- is - the has. completed four years of
apparently inconsistent policy of college work in three year's time.
the Senate with regards to funds After her graduation this June,
requests
by
d i f f e r e n t she plans to go on to graduate
organizations; another is the school.
The two runners-up in the
inaction by the Senate on certain
contest were Roberta Hargrove
matters.
Last year, the Senate formed a and Susan Lenarz. Miss Hargrove
standing
A p p r o p r i a t i o n s now lives in New Jersey. Miss
Committee which had as its Lenarz, from San Bernardino, is a
purpose the review of all ASB Mathematics major, and, like Miss
financial matters, especially funds Allen, has completed four years of
requests. The only time that this college work in three year's time.
committee has been used. Ken She plans to teach elementary
claims, was when the Biology school next year.
The contest
winner and
Club requested $400 for a project
runners-up were announced at a
to label all of the plants on the
special Theta Psi Omega dinner
CSCSB campus. Ken felt that the
which was held last Sunday, May
request for such a project was
questionable. He motioned that 24, at Bing's Restaurant in San
the matter be referred to the Bernardino. Special guests of the
were CSCSB
Appropriations Committee, which organization
Prerident
and
Mrs.
Pfau, Dean and
would decide on conducting a poll
Mrs. De Remer, Dean and Mrs.
continued on page 3
Monroe, and the club's sponsor.
Miss Cherie Choate, Mathematics
professor at CSCSB. President
Pfau presented the girls with their
trophies.

WOMAN OF

YEAR NAMED

BIG SISTER IS DEAD
By DON DIBBLE
Safe at last! What a relief to
know that SIS is watching over
my welfare. It was so very kind of
the quasi-dictators to usurp
legitimate authority because, in
SISSY's mind legitimate authority
was now illegitimate. In case you
are puzzled I refer you to the
following document handed to
students arriving on campus
Tuesday morning:
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
We,
the
undersigned
oi^anization, do feel it hereby
necessary to take action to
prevent anarchy from ravaging our
campus.
On your behalf we have found
it imperative to establish a
provisional government; it is a
unified, stable coalition
of
dedicated students who feel it
their re^onsibility to provide
positive leadership. Collectively,
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Senate
Censures

we feel it our duty to impose the
guidance and direction to fill the
now-existing political void.
'This non-violent movement is in
the students' interests — we are
here to bring justice to this
student body's cause by supplying
humanitarian leadership qualities
The AS Senate censured the
in government.
Junior Class Cabinet and those
Any
suggestions will
b e responsible for the poor planning
appreciated.
We
c a n n o t and promotion of an affair
overempha^ze the fact that we traditonally given for the Senior
are here to work in your behalf Class. The censure reads:
and request your assistance. If
Whereas it is consistent with
public sentiment justifies our traditional school activities that a
existence, we will be obligated to formal dinner-dance be held
appear on the June 4th ballot as a during the spring quarter by the
collective unit.
Junior Class in honor of the
"WHEN AN
UNMANNED graduating Senior Class and
VESSEL IS CAST ADRIFT, IT IS
Whereas the A.S. Senate
SUBJECT TO THE LAW OF specifically allocates funds for the
SALVAGE."
purpose of such an event and
Ken Harper
Whereas cancellation of the
Secretary of State
continued on page 3
continued on page 3

Facts of Senate
By MIKE ROSS
There have been chafes
brought against the action of the
A. S. Senate for its incompetence
and mi^idance.
I do not want to counter these
charges, only bring before you the
facts. Some of these Senators have
consistently complained after the
Seiiate meetings were over that
they were not conducted on the
up and up. These Senators have
said consistently that there was
not enough legislation brought
before the Senate, however when
they were in attendance it would
have been the perfect chance for
the presentation of any such
legislation. I cannot understand
how anyone so interested in the
preservation of a system of
government that they deem
functional and important can
rationalize protesting, by sitting in
silence or not attending to register
that protest.
Some of these very people are
again running for A.S.B. offices,
with the platform that they want
at A.S.B. government that does
something. Well, they've had one
change, and when things didn't go
"exactly" the way they wanted
they pouted, walked out, or
Cammed the doors behind them.
How constructive!
Just to show you the type of
thing I'm talking about, below is a
list of Senate meetings for the
past year and the attendance
record of all Senators. You can
judge for yourself who was
responsive to their electorate and
who was not. Why were some of
the s e people not interested in the
void they left in the Senate time
and time again?

Only those absent
are shown
Oct. 9 — CLark
Oct. 14 — Clark
Oct. 28 — no listing
Nov. 4 — Mitchell
Nov. 11 — McGelland
Nov. 18 — Harper
Nov. 25 — none absent
Dec. 2 — Mitchell, Harper
Dec. 4 — Harper, Albright,
Clark, Saunders
Dec. 9 — none absent
Jan. 3 — Harpeer, McClelland,
Mitchell, Smith
Jan. 8 — none absent
Jan. 15 — Clark, Harper, Seller
Jan. 28 — none absent
Feb. 10 — Smith, Seller,
McClelland, Oark
Feb. 17 — Smith
Feb. 25 — Harper, Mitchell
March 3 — Saunders, Smith,
Harp», Ross
March 11 — Clark, Smith, Ross
April 3 — Saunders, Smith,
Harper
April 9 — Albright
April 13 — Clark, Harper
April 27 — McClelland, Harper
April 29 — Smith, Albright,
Harper, Mitchell
May 14 — no listing
May 18 — Harper
TOTALS:
Ross
2
Seller
2
Mitchell
5
Albright
3
Saunders
3
Clark
7
Harper
....12
Smith
7
McClelland
4

Thursday, May 21, a conference
call was arranged between Cal
State, Mr. Evers and Jackson
State. After many delays the
call preceded with Evers and Phil,
who is a student at Jackson,
making statements about the
situation with a full attendance of
students straining to hear. Despite
the poor hearing students then
presented their questions to either
Evers or Phil,
Through the use of personal
contact with those involved in the
situation it was possible to see the
machinary of silent American
moving to silence the cry of
protest, niil stated that many
students had remained behind to
insure that the evidence would
not be destroyed. This evidence
condsted partly of bullets holes in
the second and third story dorm
building, aimed at the windows.

when the agents of repressive
tyranny were supposedly aiming
into the "rioting" crowd. Many
students asked if there was any
way which help could be given.
Donatations are being taken by
the BSU.
After the call a discussion
evolved into a statement by the
BSU of action being taken on this
campus. The BSU, however,
refused to state any of the
proposals, saying only that they
would be presented to Dr. Phau.
The Pawprint has tried to gain
further information concerning
the atuation, but to no avail.
It was generally felt by all that
the conference call was a success,
even though the connection was
extremely poor. These calls can be
made without great expense. It is
probable that more calls such as
these will be placed in the future.

continued on page 3

BSU ARRANGES
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Editorial

Rotting in Sweden

Law&Order Freaks ^
Not Worth Saving
The law and order freaks are often heard condemning those who
chose to work outside the constituted framework of government in
order to accomplish ends contrary to public policy, e.g. termination of
the Southeast Asian war. Con»der for a moment that Richard Nixon is
operating outside the framework for our constitutional system by
perpetuating a war never declared by Congress, the only body
empowered to declare war by the Constitution. Since, in our system,
cases of Constitutionality must frrst be heard by the courts, some put
together legislators are attempting to pass a bill in the California
Assembly which would enable individuals to bring suit against Richard
Nixon when they chose not to be a hired gun for socially sanctified
gangsters. (Yes, it is true, the Republican Party as well as every other
political entity in the world is nothing more than a gang).
Assembly Bill 1674 provides:
1. That no California citizen shall be required to serve outside the
territorial limits of the United States in an area where armed hostilities
are being conducted which are not constitutionally authorized.
2. That the State Attorney General shall flle suit in the U.S. Supreme
Court, or an appropriate inferior federal court, on behalf of any
California citizen who is required to serve in an unconstitutional war.
War is insane. Fundamental principles of human decency dictate that
each citizen be protected against the arbitrary and often whimsical
decisions made by those granted power. Each person who goes into the
Armed Forces is quite literally laying his life on the line. It seems only
fair that he have the opportunity to test the integrity of the system that
sends him to possible death. If the American system cannot tolerate
enough freedom for her people to "I disagree" and to have that
disagreement fairly heard in the Courts, then the American system is
not worth saving.
^ ^

"You SayGoodBye
and I Soy Hello"
Now that our campus has been
saved from the ravages of anarchy,
we can all finally settle back to
finals. (Isn't it nice to feel so
secure?) The recent maneuver, by
a group of students to assume
control of the ASH government
was silly and ridiculous, to say the
very least. It was necessary for
Marlin Brown to issue a point of
information statement citing the
fact that this year's ASB officers
are legally in power until the new
election, to be held on June 4.
Their coup d'etat was short-lived,as is usually the case with radical,
revolutionary politics. I can only
hope that the students will recall
this supercilious, egocentric move
when they go to the polls. (Maybe
I shouldn't say it, but I can't help
but think that their game was an
effort to "get back" at certain
individuals for upholding the ASB
Ck>nstitution and declaring the
first election illegal.) "Get back,
get back..."
I can't sum up a year's worth of
activity in one article, (this is the
last issue of the "Pawprint" for
1969-1970) but I do have some
suggestions for the remainder of
the year and this summer. I
strongly urge all of you to please
vote in the upcoming elections.
All you need is your student I.D.
card, so it will be no one's fault
but your own if the ASB turns up
with a (CENSORED) government
for next year. You might vote
because it won't hurt. A nice
gesture, anyway....(!!)??
The end of the spring quarter
does not mean that the war is
over, that all the dead students are
alive again, that all the blacks
aren't discriminated against, or
that our government is peachy. I
don't even need to get into those

issues because I have made myself
loud and clear all year long as to
my
opinion
of
those
(CENSORED)
things. This
summer will offer no escape from
the oppression
suffer as a
people. It is a year-long
happening. We must at least keep
the issues alive in our minds, resist
in all effectual ways, and get
ready to work for peace next fall.
I feel that that is the least to ask,
but I wish that some form of
student coalition could be formed
to work for peace this summer.
However, after a year's experience
at CSCSB, I realize that is
impossible. We all need a rest.
Spred some love this summer, if
nothing else. If you're Black and
see funnily dressed men with guns
advancing in the 110 degree heat,
please run the other way. Those
pour souls just haven't yet
realized that the V.C. have yellow
skins, not Black. Blacks, whites,
and Black and white students will
have to remember that we are
considered niggers all year long
and not just during academic
session.
I want to thank those of you
who have hated them and also
told me so. In either case, I will be
back next year as a writer for the
staff because I just can't become a
part of the silent majority; it is
against my morals. I hope
everyone has a beautiful summer
(provided, of course, that we
don't die from the smog first.)
Beware of the genus of species
called SPIRONNIELESTERICHARDMILHOUSEMAN and kiss a
neighbor for posterity. I peace on
you all and cherish: every moment
of this far-out year. So much
love....
Nancy Jo Saunders

Staff Box
People responsible for this issue of the Pawprint are: D^n
Dibble, editor, Jan Seybold, Ray Devers, Nancy Saunders, Mike
Ross, and Michael Zlaket

Recently, there were a series of
convocations held on campus
concerning the criris situations
with regards to the Kent State
Mayings and the escalation of the
Vietnam War. For the time in our
schools short history a unlfred
expression of
concern was
attained by all segments of the
campus community. The
convocations reached beyond
ideological barriers; they were an
expression of moral outrage and
indignation at certain events
which stunned the nation. Cal
State then embarked on a
program
of
community
involvement
with studente
speaking at churches, before dvic
groups, and to the man in the
street. It is my belief that
something meaningful has been
accomplished. Dialogue has been
begun to take place between
students and the community and
this is the first step towards
understanding and hopefully the
beginning of a new society.
The successful involvement of
students within the community
now impels me to speak out. The
recent
ASB elections, since
voiced, provided us with newly
elected ASB offrcers, I was
constantly amazed by their lack
of participation as leaders of the
student body in the entire
Convocation program. Can it be
that the events which moved a
nation proved boring to our new
leaders? NO ASB GOVERNMENT
CAN AFFORD TO SIT BACK,
BASKING IN AN AURA OF
COMPLACENCY, WHILE THE
ENTIRE
EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM TAKES ITS CASE
BEFORE THE PUBLIC. Indeed it
is the responsibility of that
government to play an active role
in community affairs. To do
otherwise only serves to widen the
gap
between students and
community. Students cannot
afford this, the community
cannot afford it, and most of all
America cannot afford it.
Hopefully a new student
government will be elected; one
which will speak out on the issues,
support the needs of students, and
relate to the community. At this
time in history, we, as students
can accept nothing less.
£ \ ^
^
Alan Coffeen
4 m ASB Treasurer

A
It has finally come to a
culmination, the time for those
who mouth the ideologies of
peace have finally taken it upon
themselves to insure that it comes
about. It has been said that law
and order should not need
violence or threats of violence to
make it work, but it seems that
the indemnic institutions of
violence in this country has again
come to the forefront of minds
that
are
incapable of
understanding and accepting
change.
There has been a provisional
government established on this
campus to insure student rights. I
for one am very curious as to the
popular acclamation of this
government. I cannot see a
student organization being overly
concerned with "non-violence"
when on quarter of its officers are
responsible for "Defense and
Internal Security," obviously
these agencies are not dedicated
to the principle of non-violence!
Hail Freedom!
M. J. Ross

The Pawprint will change administrations again for approximately the
sixth time this year (no one is quite sure of the correct count). The
previous five or so editors had little in common except that they were
underpaid, overworked, highly criticized and generally unloved by at
least some setment of the campus.
But through it all the old Pawprint endures like fossilized feces,
which perhaps says something for institutions and very little for people.
But nevertheless, there is the Pawprint, reeking and happily drawing
flies.
Well readers (you are out there?) brace yourselves because the
lucrative position of Pawprint Editor has drawn another masochist to
the ever growing list of rejectables. But this new editor has a sort of
guarantee (he is approved by the school approvers) and therefore, he Is
bound to be loved by all of you. If you have any doubts, read his
tastefully written letter (on this page) outlining, in charming gestapo
rhetoric, the journalistic {dtematives of the present staff.
Something, 1 think, is rotten in the state of Sweden.
R. D.

Dear Sir:
I have just finished reading your communication of 5-10 to the
Pawprint staff. Publications Board, et. al. I am the current editor for
the Pawprint. I have yet to find the words adequate to express my
feelings regarding your letter. In your benefit I must assume that you
received distorted information from some source apparently harboring
unresolved grievances. And yet, even distorted information does not
fully account for the pompous, arrogant manner which is so apparent in
your missal. I personally preferred that the editorship go to another
person, not myself, but was willing to put aside my disappointments in
order that the paper survive. I was going to wait and make my
judgments concerning your abilities as an editor, however, your obvious
arbitrariness and lack of sensitivity to many who have worked hard
with dedication and concern force me to reevaluate my earlier porition.
I can not help but question the quality of a person who assesses
complex situations merely on hearsay. It is, in my opinion, the
misfortune of the Pawprint that you were chosen for next year's editor.
D. D.

70-71 Editor Dictates
Gentlemen:
On Wednesday, May 6th, I received a notice from Mr. James R.
Briggs, vice president of the campus chapter of Young Democrats,
infonning me of the Publications Board's decision: to wit, that I am to
serve as PAWPRINT editor during the 1970-71 academic year.
I am greatly honored by and pleased with the Board's decision.
However, I am aware of the intense indignation and/or consternation
which such has aroused amongst members of the 1969-70 PAWPRINT
staff. Indeed, they have my condolences.
A college newspaper is not a closed system, to be composed of and
controlled by an elite student clique which — after a short period of
cooperation — attempts to distinguish between "insiders" and
"outsiders." Service on any journal is based upon one's ability to
contribute to group efforts both qualitatively and quantitatively, the
former presupposing the latter. Staff membership must therefore be
based soley upon one's ability to contribute effectively, i.e., to produce
copy which is at least equal to the mental skills of the readers in
question.
In a letter received late last week, a fellow CSCSB student stated that
I "would have a.rough time" when I return. He added that "you may
have to find a completely new staff (which, in my opinion, wouldn't be
a bad idea, since most of the present members are terribly immature.)"
I find such an observation deeply disturbing. Specificaily, it calls into
question the manner in which students regard the newspaper and/or its
staff. The observation may, of course, be a typical; if so, the (present)
staff need not provide explanatory rationalizations. However, if it is
typical, then staff
members had better reappraise their
student-newspaper relationship NOW!
Since the 1967-68 academic year, when I began contributing to the
PAWPRINT, three full staffs (excluding any changes this year) have
"come and gone." Such has been a senseless waste of experience, ergo
manpower, caused principally by staffs composed of seniors . . . who
often graduate. It is obvious that future staffs — in order to maintain a
consistently high quality of production — must be composed largely of
lower division students, i.e., in order to reduce this now high turnover
rate.
Members of the present staff have three distinct courses of action
which they may follow: (1) resignation, (2) cooperation, or (3) creation
of an "underground" paper. With regard to the above paragraph,
RESIGNATION would merely mean organizing a new staff, increasing
the turnover rate, and temporarily decreasing the paper's aimed-for
quality. While staff members could childishly fly the kite of protest,
their actions would do little but injure the paper and therefore the
studentry. COOPERATION, in contrast, would (hopefully) result in the
creation of an experienced and stable staff capable of producing a
quality newspaper. (It would also result in the selection of an
"experienced" editor.) Finally, the CREATION
OF AN
"UNDERGROUND" PAPER hardly seems realistic: (a) staff members
could not agree as to whom should be editor, (b) the production of
such a journal would involve more time than any of the participating
students would care to give, (c) little personal recognition would be
gained by participating in such a fiasco, (d) financial backing would be
difficult to obtain, and (e) the "underground" journal could provide
only limited competitive content.
I eagerly await the staff's decision. Hopefully, it will be the second of
the aforementioned choices.
It is, of course, impossible for me to make any future plans now
without first having the staff's decision. Only then, knowing who will
continued on page 4
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SDS on
Student Activism
(Editor's Note: Recently, State
jCollege Chancellor Dumke,
echoing an. earlier statement by
Iviax Rafferty, proclaimed to the
I press that the radical Students for
a Democratic Society "has no
place" on college campuses in
California. He admitted that since
,SDS chapters ''nominally
subscribe" to rules for campus
oi^anizations, there would be
legal problem with a ban on the
organization. Nevertheless, he said
of the SDS, "I don't think there is
a place on any campus for a group
dedicated to the overthrow of the
institution." With Dumke, as with
many people, there
is
considerable impatience and
considerable mi^nderstanding
about the aims of campus radicals.
Following is an extract from Cari
Davidson's "Crucible of the
fforking
Class:
Long-Range
Strate^es for Student Power
Ifovements," circulated by SDS
and reprinted from the ACLU
Open Forum. The extract explmns
In part the attitudes of many who
want to reform the colleges. As
Dr. James E. Allen, U.S.
Coordinator of Education, said
last year, "Trustees and officials
ought to take the students
seriously and listen to them as
adults. The best of them are
trying to tell us something.")
Fighting for and making a
revolution should not be seen as
mutually excluave positions. Hie
iquestion should be: what kind of
reforms move us toward a radical
nansformation of
both the
university and society in general?
First of all, we should avoid the
kinds of reforms which leave the
base rationale of the system
unchallenged. For instance, a bad
reform to work for would be
getting a better grading system,
because the underlying rationale
— the need for grades at all —
remains unchallenged.
Secondly, we should avoid
certain kinds of reform that divide
shidents from each other. For
in^ance, trying to win certain
privileges for upper classmen but
not for freshmen or sophomores.
Or trying to establish non-graded
courses for students above a
certain grade-point average. In the
jcourse of campus political
activity, the administration will
{try a whole range of "divide and
rule" tactics such as fostering the
|''Greek-Independent split," sexual
ouble standards, intellectual vs.
'jocks," responsible
vs.
sponsible leaders, red-baiting
d "non-student" vs. students,
e need to avoid falling into these
raps ahead of time, as well as
ighting them when used against
time.
Finally, we should avoid all of
be "co-management" kinds of
reforms. Those usually come in
he form of giving certain
' *re^onsible" student leaders a
mice or influence in certain
lecirion-making processes, rather
ban abolishing or winning
iffective control over those parts
if the governing apparatus. One
way to counter administration
uggestions for setting up
"tri-partite" committees (faculty,
student, administration, each with
in equal number of votes) is to
ay, "OK, but once a month the
ommittee
must hold an
ili-univer^ty plenary session —
>ne man, one vote." The thought
if being outvoted 1000 to 1 will
cause administrators to scrap that
co-optivemeasure in a hurry.
We have learned the hard way
bat the reformist path is full of
)itfalls. What, then, are the kinds
^f reformist measures that do

Harper Harps

Ross Reveals "^ore big sister

continued from page 1
continued from page 1
continued from page 1
The Senate By-Laws provide for Jim Bisnop
to determine student opinion
about the proposed project. The censure and impeachment of a Secretary of Defense
Senate wanted to deny the Senator whose attendance record Dave Henery Garrity
Secretary of Student Rights
make sense? First of all, there are motion immediately; in fact, the iriiows he has missed three Senate
James
Brady Hoffman
with
unexcused
the civil libertarian issues. We matter was referred to the meetings
Secretary of Education
absences.
I'm
sorry
I
didn't
fulfill
Appropriations
Committee
only
must always fight dramatically
Secretary of Communication
and quickly, for free speech and after Marlin Brown cast a my obligation as Senator-at-Large Christopher L. Lohn
in
bringing
these
breaches
of
law
tie-breaking
vote.
the right to o^anize, advocate
Bob Dennis
Ken noted that the Senate, or at to the Senate.
and mount political action — of
Secretary of Finance
The
people
that
were
so
least
half
of
the
Senators,
had
all sorts. However, even here, we
James Michael Clark
Interested
in
Senate
action
might
should avoid getting bogged down formed opinions and stuck to
Secretary of Internal Security
well
have
considered
their
own
them,
although
they
were
in "legalitarianism." We cannot
Secretary of Documentation
voting
records
in
the
Senate,
it
is
count on this society's legal reluctant to obtain concrete
S. Kelly Cromer
true
that
every
legislative
body
backing
for
them.
Yet,
on
the
apparatus to guarantee our dvil
liberties; and we should not other hand, Ken noted, the Senate has a majority and a minority, but John Gutirrez
Secretary of Cultural Affairs
organize around civil libertarian reversed its position on funds stifled minds insure stifled action.
Chris Lohn was handing out the
Legislative recrod of the A. S.
requests when the HSU presented
issues, as if it could.
documents
— symbols of justice
Senate,
1969-1970:
its
reque^,
and
did
so
without
Rather, when our legal rights
Proposal for funds for the prevailing over anarchy — and I
are violated, we should move as giving even the same sort of
quickly as possible, without losing conaderation to this request that discipline organizations — asked if the rest of the people
whose names appeared were aware
our b^, to expand the campus was given to the Biology Club's submitted by M. J. Ross.
Proposal for ten week film
of what was happening. Chris
libertarian moral indignation into request. On top of this, the action
a multi-issues political insui^ncy, was taken by questionable means series — submitted by M. J. Ross stated that they were all signers of
Proposal for Rock Concert — the original document. A bit
than
through the
exposing the repressive character rather
confusing for me since 1 had asked
of the administration and the Appropriations Committee of the moved by Marty McClelland
Proposal for money for A.S.B. Jim Bishop earlier in the morning
Senate.
corporate state in general.
trailers — moved by Kent Mitchell what was going on. He told me
The ASB Senate has created a
'^e second kind of partial
Money for Sports fund — that he knew nothing about it.
(of
the
reform worth fighting for and subcommittee
SIS had apparently moved in with
moved by Mike Gark
possibly winning is the abolition Appropriations Committee) on
Money for the proposed year their forces in the still of the night
colleges. The
of
on-campus
repressive experimental
mechanisms, i.e., student courts, purpose of this committee was to book — moved by Kent Mitchell. and established their dictatorship
Proposal to amend certain while the citizens slept. What was
disciplinary tribunals, deans of the review expenditures and progress
sections
of Senate By-Laws — their real target? Pdany of the
men and women, campus police, of the "community university"
STRIKE campaign posters had
and the use of civil police on and also to evaluate its usefulness. submitted by Ken Harper.
been turned over and used for SIS
Money
for
Theatro
Popular
—
To
Ken
Harper's
knowledge,
this
campus. While it is true that
propaganda. Apparently, in their
moved by M. J. Ross
"abolition" is a negative reform, subcommittM has never been
regard for law and order SIS
Money
for
BSU,
Martin
Luther
appointed
by
the
Appropriations
and while we will be criticized for
forgot to mention whose law and
not
offering constructive Committee, which means that it is King Bust — moved and submitted
order they were imposing on the
in
fact
non-existent;
furthermore,
by
M.
J.
Ross
criticisms, we should reply that
Amendment
in standing campus. Destruction of other's
the only constructive way to deal the Senate has no exact records of
what
the
community
university
is
committees
rules
—
submitted by property is not consistent with
with an inherently destructive
the idetds of justice.
doing
with
ASB
money,
nor
has
M.
J.
Ross
apparatus is to destroy it. We
Fortunately, the day was saved
the
Senate
any
way
of
evaluating
Money
to
Emergency
Student
must curtail the ability of
when Marlin Brown, moving with
the
usefulness
of
the
univerrity.
Loan
program
—
moved
by
M.
J.
administrators to repress our need
the ease of a Social Director at a
Mike Clark and Ken H^er Ross
to refuse their way of life — the
Money for E.O.P. book fund — grand ball, released an Official
r e g i m e n t a t i o n
a n d would both like to have an overall
Statement demonstrating that SIS
review of expenses. They want to submitted by M. J. Ross
bureaucratization of existence.
This, of course, has not been all was too late. The ASB Senate had
When our univeraties are see the ASB Government publish,
done their thing one week earlier
already major agencies for social at the earliest possible date, an the matters brought before the
and
the day was theirs. Big sister
change in the direction of 1984, exact record of all expenditures. A.S. Senate but it is a majority of
is
dead
— next we get big brother.
those
that
concerned
a
large
Hie
California
legislature
has
our initial demands must, almost
portion of the student body. OFFICIAL STATEMENT;
of neces^ty, be negative demands. accused college students of
In this sense, the first task of a inabUity to handle their own ASB Where were the people that are so WHEREAS: The AS Elections
student power movement will be monies. Mike and Ken feel that interested in Senate action? Most code states:
"Installation
of
ASB,
of the time they were not there or
the oi^anization of a holding the students ARE capable, and to
action — a resistance. Along these prove it, they believe the ASB silent. Of course they voted, but sophomore, junior, and senior
lines, one potentially effective should publish new budgets 111 leave it to your own initiative. class officers shall take place at
Opposition is part of the least three weeks before the end
tactic for resisting the university's before the start of the new school
American
way, but when you run of the spring term."
year,
as
is
presently
required
by
disciplinary apparatus would be
into it are you supposed to shy. WHEREAS: AS Senate minutes as
the formation of a Student state law, and also publish a list of
by
the Executive
away and t^k about things after approved
Defense League. The purpose of expenditures after the year is
Cabinet
May
18,1970
state:
the
fact?
How
Constructive!
the group would be to make its over. Ken Harper has already
"A motion was made to
When you vote in the upcoming
services available to any student requested the Senate to publish
A.S. Election look at the ballot recommend to the executive
who must appear before campus both items within the time
and the names and see if those board and the Judicial Board that
authorities for infractions of remaining in this quarter.
people have represented you in all time frames be removed from
Overall, Mike Gark and Ken
repressive (or just plain stupid)
the past. However, if you feel the elections code for the
rules and regulations. The defense Harper have not been especially
they might deserve another remainder of this quarter...it
group would then attend the impressed by some of the business
chance, think about the Munich would suspend AS Law 8 sections
student's hearings en masse. that has been brought before the
nference almost forty years 2A, SB, 2C, 4D, 5C 1 & 2. Vote
However, for some cases, it might Senate, nor have they been
That is when we gave 8-0-1."
be wise to include law students or impressed
by
the Senate's
THEREFORE: Until the election
'e another chance. Hail!
local radical lawyers in the group handling of its bu^ness. Often,
of new officers occur the existing
for the purpose of making legal the two Senators have silently
ASB government will hold office.
counter-attacks. A student expressed their opinions by
Signed,
defense group would have three refusing to attend some Senate
MARLIN
L.
BROWN
Prospered
daisies
cover
blank
major goals: 1) saving as many sessions. Both Senators feel that
President AS Senate
students as posable from there is a need for new leadership kitchen walls;
Sunshine dances as beams from
punishment, 2) desanctifying and in the Senate in order to make
rending dis-functional the that
body
of
the ASB soiled light bulbs.
Nature is alive and well in glass
administration's
repressive Government more effective.
Ken Harper will not be serving scented jars upon the window sill.
apparatus, and 3) using 1) and 2)
But her spirit and her pride have
as tactics in reaching other another term on the Senate. Mike
students for building a movement Clark is seeking another term as been buried alive.
continued from page 1
-JAN KAIN
to abolish the apparatus as a Senator.
event due to poor plannmg and
whole.
promotion on the part of a few
When engaging in this kind of
individuals has disinfranchised the
!activity, it is important to be clear
Senior Class as well as the entire
Eiven 102 degrees the American flag won't
in our riretoric as to what we are
student body from having such an
about. We are not trying to melt in San Bernardino. Like a desert palm it sucks
affair, be it therefore
liberalize the existing order, but at deep roots and thrusts its fronds above
Resolved that we, the A.S.
the broken facade of the old Harris &
trying to win our liberation from
Senate, place a vote of no
it. We
must
refuse the Frank on Court St. A huge piece of sculptured cement hangs
confidence
and
deep
administration's rhetoric or over the side of the building like a broken
disappointment in the Junior
responsibility. To
their arm, and half a detached finger
Gass.
one-dimensional way of thinking, points to the shattered glass of windows that reveal
the concept of respon^bility has empty hallways like limp guts embalmed with
The
Physical
Education
been reduced to its oppoate, black smoke and left to rot while
Department announces that the
namely to be nice, don't rock the the bright orange bulldozer gouges out the ground for
deadline date for locker clearance
boat, do things according to their the new civic center. And watching this
is 7:30 p.m., Monday, June 8. All
criteria of what is permisable. In city-on-the-move is the Security Title
locks,
clothing and equipment
actuality their whole system is Insurance Co. across the street, squatting in judicial
checked out by students must be
geared toward the inculcation of repose since 1889. It breathes out
conditioned air
....
returned by this date.
and waits.
Kowalski
continued on page 4

Censure

LIKE A DESERT PUM, IT SUCKS
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more dictates
(continued from page 2)
or will not be contributing, can I examine the product of the past year
and thus determine the staff's strengths and weaknesses. And only then
can I determine whether or not sOme reoi^anization, i.e., streamlining,
will be necessary. I can say, however, that (1) a massive recruiting
campaign will be scheduled, and (2) attempts will be made at getting
both the Art and English Departments increadngly involved in the
paper's production.
To begin preparation for next year, I request that the following
information be given to Mr. Briggs who will deliver such to me in
London:
(1) The names and addresses of those 1969-70 contributors who will
be members of next year's staff.
(2) A list of the positions assigned to or desired by the above, i.e.,
other than editor, during 1970-71.
(3) Indication of what, if any, previous journalistic or photographic
experience each of the above has had .. .with particular emphasis on
those areas of greatest personal interest.
(4) A copy of the 1970-71 newspaper budget, and a record of
advertising revenue for 1969-70.
(5) A list of all major pieces of photographic equipment available to
the paper, e.g., number of cameras, lenses, and types thereof.
(6) All available information on next year's printing schedule, e.g.,
name and address of printer, contracted publication dates, specified
number of pages per issue, type of print, etc.
(7) One copy of each paper produced during 1969-70.
(8) Dates during which the 1970-71 Orientation Conference will be
held; also, the location of such.
It is my sincerest hope that mutual cooperation on the part of all
contributing students will result in the production of a superior college
newspaper. Basic demands for such are simple: to wit, that each
student give a significant and creative part of himself to the venture.
Nothing more can be expected . . . either by students or by an editor.
Respectfully
Don Lannon
GUSSIE'S BEAUTY
May 10,1970
SALON
Uppsala, Sweden

Professional Hair Stylist

1147 N. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, Calif.

Operator

Gussie

EUROPE
CHARTER
FLIGHTS. Several summer
Flights $270-$375 — roundtrlp,
$150-one-way.
Coordinator:
Professor Frank Paal. 247
Roycroft, Long Beach 90803.
438-2179.

WOULD YOU
BELIEVE
THAT
MORE COLLEGE
EDITORS COME
FROM
SWEDEN THAN ANY OTHER
COUNTRY.

Genesis II
CoolHandLuke
This weekend, the ASB is
sponsoring two film shows, on
IMday and Saturday nights, at 8
p.m. in PS 10. Admission is free
to all.
The first Him show is "Genets
II," a collection of twelve short
nims made by the young,
contemporary artist of today.
There is a wide variety in this
program, which included tragedy,
animated cartoons, comedy and
drama.
The second Him show is the
presentation
of
the
academy-award winning film,
"OJOI Hand Luke," starring ftiul
Newman. Set in the Deep South,
this powerful drama centers
around a harshly disciplined
chain-gang and the prisoner, Paul
Newman, who rebels against his
jailers and any system that seeks
to limit his personal freedom.
Newman's portayal -of Luke
earned him an academy award
nomination for best actor of the
year, 1967; co-star George
Kennedy received an Academy
Award for best supporting actor
of the year.
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EUROPE
GALLERY WEST
The place to go for orginial
oils, ceramics, and gift items.
Also art supplies and frames at
discount price. Open from 11
to 8, Tues. through Sat. 1905
"E" St., PH.TU 2-3210.

$200 to $295 round trip. Also
to Israel and Orient. Rep. Amit
Peles (714) 735-9140 or (714)
737-4684. 15628-2 Pleasant
View Ave., Corona, Calif.
91720. S.B. E.S.E.P. members
only!

GINA'S ITALIAN KITCHEN
455 No. "E" St., S. B.
TU 5-9804
8:30-7 a.m. - Weekly
8:30-8 p.m. — Weekends
Closed Sunday's
Italian and American cuisine for gourmet tastes to fit the
average wallets. All food individually.
Pizza, Spaghetti, Ravioli & Lazagne, Steak & Lobster
All food alsQ prepared to go 10% discount with this coupon.
Offer good until May 31,1970

NOBODY UKES TO FLUNK OUT
ispectally college students who hove potential ... or
high school students who want to avoid problems in
college.
At EDO. yew can pinpoint
your preblemc tbrowgh com
plete testing, learn hew te
study—and gain Ihe self
confidence yeu need to
cepe with college life.

London Tokyo
Mexico City Buenos Aires

iVitfi The Compliments Of

JOHN B. POWERS INC.

Mary Cisar, Associate Professor
of Political Science, was elected
Chairman of the Fifth Faculty
Senate at the May 19 Faculty
Senate Meeting. Dr. Gsar will fill
the office held by Jesse Hiraoka
(French) during the 1969-70 year.
Ronald
Barnes, Humanities
Division Chairman, made the
following statement which was
enforsed unanimously by the
Fourth Faculty Senate, "On
behalf of the Fourth Faculty
Senate and the faculty, which
they represent, I wish to express
our
appreciation
and
commendation for excellence to
the Executive Committee and
especially to Chairman Hiraoka
for his diligent and imaginative
leadership."
Also elected to the Executive
Committee of the Fifth Faculty
Senate are Alfred Egge (Biology),
Vice Chairman and Ward McAfee
(History), Secretary.
Others named to the Fifth
Faculty Senate are: James D.
Crum, Frederick H. Damaske, A.
Mac Eaton, Se^o D. Elizondo,
Bruce Golden, John Hatton, Jesse
Hiraoka, Charles F. Kellers,
Clifford T. Paynton, Charles G.
Price, Kent M. SchoHeld, Gordon
E. Stanton, George A. Weiny,
John M. Pfau, Gerald M. Scherba.
Tlie College Library will be
open Memorial Day, May 30 from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The Ollege Library will observe
the following schedule of hours
during Spring Finals week.
Saturday, June 6 — 9-5
Sunday, June 7 —1-7
Monday, June 8 — 8-11
Tuesday, June 9 — 8-11
Wednesday, June 10 — 8-11
Thursday, June 10 — 8-11
Friday, June 12 — 8-5

International Publishets'
Representatives

New York 10017

Everything Photographic
HANCOCK
Camera Supply
437 W. 4th
Ph: TU 8-5393

551 Fifth Ave.

London Tokyo
Mexico City Buenos Aires

San Bernardino
Art Association

lO A M - 6 P.M.

GALLERY SHOP

C1.0SE0 Sunday#

ART'S BOOK
SHOP

3280 North E St., S. B.
12-4 daily except Mondays

TU

S.17A2
iAA N. ••O" ST. SAN BERNARDINO

4re you travelling to

9th successful charter year

EUROPE
Bookings are now being occepled for
any of Ihe 3000 intro-Europeon student
cfiorter flights through the Educofionol
Student Exehong. Progronv 801 Woodside Rd., Redwood City, or 6217 Bovorty Blvd., Loe Angoles. For the book
listir^ oil flights ond opplicolion forms
for flights and the Internotlonol Student
Identity Cord, please forward St .00 plus
754 for postage ond handling.

6-21/9-13 R.T. $ 299
7-3/9-11 R.T. $ 299
9-4 One Way
$ 139
and Intra Europe Student
fares,
Amsterdam - Ariiens $ 34
London - Tel Aviv $ 77
M. French c.o. Sierra Travel
lnc.,9875 Santa Monica B.
Beverly Hills (213) 274-0729 &
274-0720

PRESCRIPTIONS
Baby Department
Cosmetics

The College AchievomeRt
Program provides oppor
tunities for
— College pleceflient
— goals exploration
—psychological
consultoHen
— individuolised
instruction
— group interaction
— creative expression

Mary Cisar,
New Senate
Head

Films....

L'Oreal

Coty

Revlon

Alo

Max Factor

PEARSON'S PHARMACY

Call or write for
more information:

Educational bevelSpment Center
A non-profit ergonizBtion

165 I. Tenth Street, Claremont, Calif. ^1711 (714) 624-35^5
An affiliate of College Student Personnel Institute

open 9 a.m. — 8 p.m.

Closed Sunday

free parking

Harshallee Shopping Center
Marshall at E
S148E.St.

n e x t t o WincheU'i

882-3389

May 29,, 19 n

more SD
(continued from page 3
the
values of a plan.:c4
irre^onability. We should rei r
their definitions, their terms,
even refuse to engage in tnelr
semantic hassles. We only need to
define for ourselves and oiher
students our notions of what i*
means to be free, constructive,
and re^onsible . . .
What then is open to us in tiie |
area of positive anti-capita!" !
reforms? For the most part, it v^u. '
be difficult to determine whether
or not a reform has the effect of
being anti-capitalist until it
been achieved. Since it is be::
difHcult and undersirable
attempt to predict the fufu.,
questions of this sort are oflen
best
answered in practice. •
Nevertheless, it would seem that ;;
the kind of reforms we are
looking for are most likely to he
found within a strategy of wfc .1
would call "encroaching contrui.
There are aspects of th
u n iversity's administratis
academic, Hnancial-physic ai,
social apparatus that
potentially, if not actually, usf
and productive. While we she
try to abolish the repres* "®
mechanisms of the univerrity, '.nf I \
strategy should be to gain cont ^l, ^ I
piece by piece, of its posii=9e l
aspects.
What would that control lolike? To begin, all aspects of .
rion-academic life of the cam •>«
^ould either be completely ur
•'
the control of the students .* \
individuals or embodied in
institutional forms they estab .h fi
for their collective govemmen- ..
Secondly, only the students and
the teaching faculty, individually r j
and through their organizations, j
should control the academic
affairs of the university...
Y
Finally, we should rememSer !
that control should be sought
some specific purpose. One res son
we want this kind of power b.to
enable
us to
meet the
self-determined needs of studi-is
and
teachers. But another
objective that we should see
radicals is to put as much of
university's resources as possiblr
into the hands of the underc!a.s«
and the working class
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HOUSE OF DREW
Hair Cutting & Styling
1740 W. Highland Avenue
Phone 7-5311
San Bernardino, Calif. 92405

•f
JET CHARTERS
Several flights from L.A. &
Oakland
to
London.
Amsterdam and Frankfurt
$270-325 r.t.,
$150-175 o/w.
Coordinator: Prof. Frank Pa?
247 Roycroft Ave., Lon
Beach.
Zip: 90803. Tel: 438-2179
^
G R O U P F L I G H T S - Londo^^
$365, Pan Am 747; Paris $371
TWA 747; Tokyo $500, d
Jet;
So.
America ^5f>:
Children 2-11, half fare. Write
or
Call
OFFICE
OF
I N T E R N A T I O N A L
P R O G R A*M S,
SAN
FERNANDO
VALLEY
STATE
COLLEGE.
N O R T H R ^ I D G E .
91324.
CALIFORNIA
Telephone: 213-349-1200 Ext.

